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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

• Stamps: Timeless Tulips
• Inks: Flirty Flamingo Stamp & Write Marker (or Ink Pad)
• Cardstock: (CS) Flirty Flamingo, Granny Apple Green, scrap of Whisper White
• Designer Series Paper: Peaceful Poppies
• Accessories: Tear & Tape and Snail Adhesive
• Tools: Paper Trimmer, Tulip Builder Punch, Big Shot, Stitched Labels Dies, Paper Snips, 
• Miscellaneous: 5/8" Polka Dot Tulle Ribbon, (2) Hershey Nuggets



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Cut a piece of Granny Apple Green CS at 2 3/4" x 2 3/4" square.  Score at 3/4" on all sides.  Snip up to where scorelines meet as shown.    

    

2. Add Tear & Tape to corner squares and fold up and adhere to inside of long side stripes making a basic basket.    
   

        

3. Cut a piece of Granny Apple Green CS 1/2" x 4".  Add Tear & Tape to both ends.  Using fingers shape the piece of CS into a C shape.  Attach to   
sides of basket about half way down on both sides.  

    

4. Using the Tulip Builder Punch and Flirty Flamingo CS punch out (4) tulips starting at the left hand side of the CS.  Attach a tulip to each side of 
the basket using Snail.  Using a piece of the green and white strip DSP from the Peaceful Poppies Pack, cut (2) strips 1" x 3".  Add Tear & Tape to 
the short end of the strips and wrap around the Hershey Nuggets.

    

5. Cut a 10" piece of the Tulle Ribbon and tie around the bottom of the box. Trim ends at an angle.  Ink up the (Happy Spring) part of the "Happy 
Easter, Happy Spring" stamp with the Flirty Flamingo Stamp & Write Marker and stamp on the scrap of Whisper White CS.  Using the Big Shot 
and the (small tag) from the Stitched Labels Die, cut out the saying.  Attach the saying to the basket with Snail.  And your basket is complete!  Feel 
free to contact me with any questions regarding this project at tjdstampsalot@yahoo.com. 
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